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IT'S YOUTH SERVICE MONTH

THE ROTARY
4-WAY TEST
The Four-way test ‘formula’
guides
our
International
membership. The creed which
states:
Is it the TRUTH?
Is it FAIR to all concerned?
Will it build GOODWILL and
BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?
Will it be BENEFICIAL to all
concerned?
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VISION: "Together, we see a world where people unite and take action to create lasting change - across the globe, in our
communities, and in ourselves."
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website- http://rotary.lc/

Facebook- Rotary Club of St. Lucia

instagram- @rotaryclubofstlucia

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
WHY NOT LISTEN?
We are in the year 2022 and some people are still grappling with the fact that the
methods used to raise children 45 plus years ago are not applicable now. Some believe
that because it worked for them it should work for their children. They fail to realize
that this era is about technology and limited sociability. Parents are to find new ways
and means to raise their children to become respectable men and women. Gone are the
times when corporal punishment, kneeling in a corner for hours or taking away of
valuable things worked.
K E T U R A H

D O N A I

Parents and guardians must teach their youth how to be respectful, courteous, to have integrity and to
demonstrate professional conduct. They must be emotionally intelligent knowing when and how to
speak. The anomaly stems from some parents, who did not achieve certain goals in life and they expect
their youth to achieve them on their behalf. They force career choices instead of guiding them and
forget the softer side of life. They set unrealistic goals and expect the youth to achieve them. These
unrealistic expectations they set cause rebellion and they cannot seem to understand why the youth
are non- responsive. How can that be resolved?
The solutions lie with our youth, why not listen to them? They have been crying out for help and have
their own views on how things can work out. Adults think they know what’s best” and in some instances
they do not. Our youth are suffering with mental illnesses because they cannot cope with the list of
expectations assigned to them. They get overwhelmed and act out in strange ways and places. They feel
obligated to comply but deep within they do not want to obey. They feel that they have no voice and if
they go contrary to what is told of them, they would be marginalized and discriminated against. The
time has arrived to wake up and pay attention to the needs of our youth. Listen more and the answers
will come. share and be more honest with them. Harness their strengths and be empathetic about their
weaknesses working on them together. Seek help where necessary.
The month of May was celebrated as youth month. This celebration was concluded with a youth
symposium and the forum was used to express inner pain and needs for youth. Although we can assist
with life skills and support we need the parents and teachers to Listen, listen and listen again.
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BOARD MEMBERS 2021/22

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
PRES. KETURAH CHARLES-DONAI, PP SELMA ST.PRIX PHF, IPP LEATHON KHAN PHF, DIR.
JULIAN CHARLES, PP CHESTER HINKSON, PP LEEVIE HERELLE, DIR.SHEBA O’BRIEN
PE GORDON JULIEN, PP TIMOTHY MOFFAT PHF, DIR. NATOYA CASSIUS, DIR. ROGER
HARE, PP MALCOLM CHARLES PHF & PP AZMINA LONG PHF

Rotary Prayer – During the Covid-19 Pandemic
May we who are merely inconvenienced, remember those whose lives are at stake.
May we who have little risk factors,
remember those most vulnerable, with difficult choices to make.

May we who have the luxury of homes and jobs that pay,
remember those who are helpless and have no place to stay.

May we who have close families and surrounded by friends who care,
remember those who have no options, who survive on loneliness and fear.

May we who have each other, as Rotarians willing to give,
remember the least among us who only wants to live.

May we with our Rotary ideals and a purpose to fulfill,
Keep fighting for humanity and not be found standing still.

Amen

BY: LEATHON KHAN
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EDITOR'S NOTE
TO THE YOUTH
N A T O Y A

C A S S I U S

As the Youth Services Director and somewhat of a youth myself, I suppose we are at
that stage of life where we look hopeful to the future; where we take on different
responsibilities and really make us an 'adult'. Or as we say....adulting.

We are at the point where we strive to 'get it right'! The magical formula that is supposed to make us
into the epitome of perfection. Do we ever realize, though, that no one actually gets it right? Perhaps
some version of 'right,' although it varies from person to person. My advice to young people is to stay
true to themselves. Enhance the advantages, reduce the negatives, but remain true to yourself. Keep in
mind that you must grow and that there are various levels of 'you.' The 'you' of 15 will not be the same
as the 'you' of 25.
One more thing.... find someone to mentor you. Someone you can seek guidance from in both your
personal and professional life. Mentors typically have specific knowledge and can teach you vital life
lessons, assist you in making difficult decisions, and educate you in general. It could be a teacher, a
supervisor, or a boss. At the most basic level, your mentor should have more experience than you and a
track record of success.

ADVICE FOR THE YOUTH
Do not give up and finish what you start! You may feel you
cannot make but hang on. The light is at the end of tunnel.
-Keturah

Saying No Is Fine
-Anonymous
‘Looking after you actually helps your parents.
It’s one of the best things you can do for
everyone.’
-Anonymous
Believe you can and you're halfway there."
Theodore Roosevelt

Always make time for self-care.
-Anonymous
"However difficult life may seem, there is
always something you can do and
succeed at."
- Stephen Hawking

"It isn't where you came from. It's where
you're going that counts."
- Ella Fitzgerald.
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ROTARY AREAS OF
FOCUS
Rotary is a global network
of 1.2 million neighbors,
friends,
leaders,
and
problem-solvers who see a
world where people unite
and take action to create
lasting change – across the
globe, in our communities,
and in ourselves.
Rotary is dedicated to
causes
that
build
international relationships,
improve lives, and create a
better world to support our
peace efforts and end polio
forever.
We direct our efforts to
enhance our local and
global impact. Our most
successful and sustainable
projects and activities tend
to fall within the following
areas:
Promoting Peace
Fighting Disease
Providing clean water,
sanitation, and hygiene
Saving mothers and children
Supporting education
Growing local economies
Protecting the environment

ROTARY THEME FOR MAY 2022
JOIN A YOUTH CLUB TODAY!
INTERACT OR ROTARACT
Join the global movement of young leaders who are developing
innovative solutions to the world’s most pressing challenges.
Rotaract clubs bring together people ages 18 and older to
exchange ideas with leaders in the community, develop
leadership and professional skills, and have fun through
service.
In communities worldwide, Rotary and Rotaract members work
side by side to take action through service. From big cities to
rural villages, Rotaract is changing communities like yours.
What’s involved?
Rotaract members decide how to organize and run their clubs,
manage their own funds, and plan and carry out activities and
service projects. Rotary club sponsors offer guidance and
support and work with your club as partners in service.

OR
Take action, build international understanding, and make new
friends around the world.
Interact clubs bring together young people ages 12-18 to develop
leadership skills while discovering the power of Service Above Self.
Find out how serious leadership can be seriously fun.
What are the benefits?
Connect with leaders in your community and around the world to:
Take action to make a difference in your school and community
Discover new cultures and promote international understanding
Become a leader in your school and community
Have fun and make new friends from around the world
What’s involved?
Interact clubs organize at least two projects every year, one that
helps their school or community and one that promotes
international understanding. Rotary club sponsors mentor and guide
Interactors as they carry out projects and develop leadership skills.
For more information,
https://www.rotary.org/en/get-involved/rotaract-clubs

For more information,
please visit link:
https://www.rotary.org/en/our-causes

https://www.rotary.org/en/get-involved/interact-clubs
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
The Rotary Club of Saint Lucia used the Zoom platform to conduct its weekly
meetings however on May 20th, Rotarians were invited to a face-to-face
lunch meeting with guest speaker Sherlon Leon. Nurse Tecla Jn Baptiste and
Mr. Rupert Ellis were honored for their efforts in championing the
vaccination programme and unselfish service in educating the children and
people of St. Lucia respectively.
Our 'Rotary in a Minute' Rotarian was PP Gordon Julien and our 'Know Your
Rotarian' was PP Konrad Wagner for the month of May. Rtn. Daniel Nunez
was highlighted this month for Profile of the Month.
There were several RCSL activities for the month.
DG Sonya Alleyne paid an official visit to the Club and attended events such as Dinner with the St. Lucia
Leadership Team, a Fundraising Boatride, Cocktails with the Moffats, and the RCSL's Youth Symposium. The
Youth Symposium was held in honor of Youth Month. We were honored to have Sherlon Leon speak at this event
as a guest speaker.
In addition, our youth groups continued to participate in the Youth & Peace in Action campaign (YPA).
The Youth Clubs also had their own activities to keep students occupied, such as the SJC Interact Club Club Fair,
which promoted their club's activities.

ROTARY LUNCH MEETING WITH GUEST SPEAKER
SHERLON LEON AND CELEBRATING OUR HEROS
MAY 20TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
ROTARY LUNCH MEETING WITH GUEST SPEAKER
SHERLON LEON AND CELEBRATING OUR HEROS
MAY 20TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
YOUTH & PEACE IN ACTION (YPA)
MAY 14TH 2022

St. Joseph's Convent presenting
together

with

2

Interact

Clubs

at

Trinidad
the

YPA

Celebration Event !

ST. JOSEPH'S CONVENT INTERACT CLUB FAIR
MAY 20TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
YOUTH SYMPOSIUM
EMPOWERMENT TO CHANGE LIVES- SUMMARY BY SHERLON LEON
MAY 27TH 2022
I remember asking parents of an adolescent boy “what are your future plans for
your son?” without hesitation the young man’s father responded, “a good
government job, preferably one where he works in AC!” By all means his response
suggested that such an achievement by their lone son was not only perceived as an
improvement from his parents’ current employment situation but also a proud
achievement for the young man himself.

As I listened to the parent’s honest ambitions for his beloved son, I could not help but contemplate, the
true ceiling of this young man’s God given ability. Would his ambitions be inadvertently limited to his
parents wishes or was it that his parents simple knew their son better than I, a stranger? Empowering to
change lives, is not something any of us can do, however it is about creating an environment that
encourages the maximizing of one’s deepest talents and abilities.

William Glasser was an American psychiatrist who pioneered Choice Theory. Choice Theory is based on
the simple premise that every individual has the power to control themselves and has limited power to
control others. Individuals are empowered to take responsibility for their choices and support others in
taking ownership of their choices.

Choice theory has 10 axioms, of which the first states:

The only person whose behavior you can control is your own.

How then is anyone expected to lead or empower change in the lives of others if it is impossible to control
the behaviours of others? Truth is all anyone can do is encourage someone else to take responsibility and
ownership for their choices. This challenge daily frustrates parents, partners, friends as well as
corporate, political, and religious leaders. As a service group whose primary focus is to improve the lives
of the people in the communities that we exist, this axiom may be worth noting along with its
unavoidable challenge. In order to truly lead change in a life other than our own, specifically the life of
young person I would like to propose a two-pronged approach.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
YOUTH SYMPOSIUM
EMPOWERMENT TO CHANGE LIVES- SUMMARY BY SHERLON LEON
MAY 27TH 2022
Dare our youth to dream as well as the Creation of high accountability cultures.

Too many of our St. Lucian youth are achieving goals well beneath their gifts and abilities.
According to Michelangelo, “The greater danger for most of us lies not in setting our aim too high and
falling short; but in setting our aim too low and achieving our mark.” As mentors and guardians of the
next generation it is our job to help our youth break the ceilings of their ambition, through the
encouragement of Super, Massive, Awesome, Ridiculous goals or as I refer to them SMART goals.

If we can get our youth to aim above the ambitions dictated to them by their communities, we are daring
them to set goals that exist well above their wildest dreams.

These goals will seem super, massive and in many cases ridiculous, as their current situations would not
dare point them to such lofty heights. However only by aiming at the ridiculous can our youth achieve the
levels of success that changes lives.

What about the T in SMART, well this stands for Today. In order to achieve super, massive, awesome,
ridiculous goals, it takes daily effort.his daily effort transforms a pie in the sky idea to a reality.

As mentors and guardians, when we dare our youth to dream big we have to have hold them to equally
high levels of accountability. Supporting them in life outside their comfort zones, holding them to the
level of discipline required to achieve the success they now subscribe to. We should embrace the difficult
conversations required and a encourage a commitment to results over effort.

Glasser proposed that we are unable to change or control other’s behaviour, however by daring our youth
to dream “SMARTLY” and holding them accountable through good counsel, personal experience and
empathy, change will be the a natural product of our influence.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
YOUTH SYMPOSIUM
MAY 27TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
YOUTH SYMPOSIUM
MAY 27TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
PRESENTATION OF A
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION' TO NSDC
MAY 27TH 2022

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS. BY PADG DR MALCOLM CHARLES,PHF

I AM INDEED HONOURED AND HUMBLED, TO CHAMPION the OFFICIAL
RECOGNITION by our ROTARY BOARD and MEMBERSHIP ,of the
'NATIONAL

SKILLS

DEVELOPMENT

CENTRE

(NSDC),

FOR

THEIR

'UNFETTERED COLLABORATION AND CONTRIBUTION, to our ROTARY
ORGANISATION, especially in our on going efforts during the local and
global Pandemic Lockdown, residue of which unfortunately ,continues to
plague us.
Rotarians will recall, that once our regular meeting place (at SANDALS HALCYON) became unavailable,
the NSDC 'stepped up to the plate' by providing use of their premises ,in an even more meaningful way, to
facilitate continuity of our Humanitarian Programs , including Youth Seminars, Hosting of Hybrid Weekly
meetings, Storage of Foodstuff for our 'Feeding the Impoverish Programs, including the Cooking and
preparation of such meals, to hosting of District level (Rotary Central) Meetings and the list goes on.

It this regard therefore, , the Rotary Club of Saint Lucia and our District 7030 Governance 'machinery' by
extension, wish to recognise and honour, NSDC's contribution to our Saint Lucian Community, even
through the most challenging of times.
To you and your Staff , we collectively extend a heartfelt 'Thank You'....

So today, we are also honoured to invite our District Governor Sonia Alleyne, to personally present on our
behalf, a 'CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION' in recognition of NSDC's unselfish contribution to the
betterment of our Community, as we continue our lifelong journey of 'SERVICE ABOVE SELF'.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
DG SONYA'S VISIT TO ST. LUCIA
MAY 27TH 2022

DG SONYA COURTESY CALL ON PRIME MINISTER PHILLIP J. PIERRE
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
MAY 27TH 2022

DG SONYA COURTESY VISIT TO THE MAYOR

LUNCH WITH DG SONYA
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
COCKTAILS WITH THE MOFFATS
MAY 27TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
DINNER WITH ST. LUCIA ROTARY LEADERSHIP TEAM
MAY 27TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
FUNDRAISING BOAT RIDE

MAY 27TH 2022
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
COCKTAIL & A MOVIE
MAY 27TH 2022
Rotarians and friends gathered to watch the movie Maverick but not before having a bite to eat and
drinks compliments Rotarian Riquette, PP Gordon and IPP Leathon.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
ROTARY CODE OF
CONDUCT

As a Rotarian, I will:
1.
Act
with
integrity and high
ethical standards
in my personal and
professional life
2. Deal fairly with
others and treat
them and their
occupations with
respect
3.
Use
my
professional skills
through Rotary to
mentor
young
people, help those
with special needs,
and
improve
people’s quality of
life
in
my
community and in
the world
4. Avoid behavior
that
reflects
adversely
on
Rotary or other
Rotarians
5. Help maintain a
harassment-free
environment
in
Rotary meetings,
events,
and
activities; report
any
suspected
harassment;
and
help ensure nonretaliation to those
individuals
that
report harassment

ROTARY IN A MINUTE
GORDON JULIEN
In my 18 years as a Rotarian, the need for rotary is even
more critical today with the global impact of the
pandemic on the vulnerable members of our
community. It is important that we find strength in
numbers to address the needs of our community. Each
of us individually and collectively can make a
difference.

MEMBERSHIP
PROFILE
FEATURE
PROFILE FOR
THE MONTH
DANIEL NUNEZ
Rotary is great because of its strengths in
numbers. There are projects and
initiatives that would be difficult for me
as an individual to pursue, but as a
group, it will be easier, more impactful
and sustainable in the long run.

For more information, please
visit
link:
https://my.rotary.org/en/guidi
ng-principles
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS -MAY 2022
KNOW YOUR ROTARIAN- KONRAD WAGNER
MAY 14TH 2022
Konrad Wagner is the oldest of five children and was born in a small village
called Weng in Austria. He spent most of his childhood days on a farm with his
grandparents playing with all types of animals. He lived a simple life and enjoyed
hiking and rock climbing with his siblings. At the age of 15 he got an opportunity
to work as an apprentice in the hospitality industry as a waiter. His mobilization
began from there and by the age of 18 he spent some time looking for a job. But
he quickly realized that being a waiter was not sufficient to afford him the
opportunity that he wanted in life. He made a plan as to where he wanted to be
by the age of 25 and worked hard to fulfill that plan. During that time he learned
various languages and continued his education in the field of hospitality.
In 1985 he got an opportunity to meet a friend in Jamaica and was offered a job. He met the love of his life
– Kris whiles she was on vacation in Jamaica. They really hit it off and they got married years later. They
have two beautiful daughters. Konrad continued working for Sandals and in 2009 was able to start a
business in St Lucia. He is the proprietor of one of the most beautiful resorts in St Lucia - Calabash Cove
Resort & Spa.
In the year 1987 He became a Rotarian, his proposer were Malcolm Charles and Tony Austin. Since his
inception he has undertaken many projects and is a major contributor to the Rotary foundation. He is a
hard and dedicated Rotarian and believes in going the extra mile to get the job done. He is always busy
but he makes time for Rotary. If you want a project done, you can rely on Konrad – he will get it done. He
has a big heart and loves to help people. Konrad favorite response to ‘how are you doing?’ - “LIVING MY
DREAM”
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HIGHLIGHTS
INVESTIGATION SECTION
JOKE OF THE MONTH

Up to no good or just
enjoying a treat??

MONTHLY

RIDDLE

Riddle:

What

dentists

LET'S PLAY!

call

do

their

x-

rays?

Answer:

SUDOKU

The

answer

revealed
issue

of

in
The

will
the
Spoke;

be
next
Stay

tuned!!!

LEVEL: HARD

Steps/ Rules
Sudoku is a puzzle based on a
small number of very simple
rules:

ANSWER TO LAST
MONTH'S RIDDLE

Riddle:
Every square has to contain a
single number
Only the numbers from 1
through to 9 can be used
Each 3×3 box can only
contain each number from 1
to 9 once
Each vertical column can
only contain each number
from 1 to 9 once
Each horizontal row can only
contain each number from 1
to 9 once

What
the

has

a

bottom

at

top?

Answer:
Legs.
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HIGHLIGHTS
BIRTHDAY FEATURES
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, ANGELA COLEBY!

On

this

memorable

day

of

your

life,

I

wish

you

achieve

all

the

wonderful things you have longed for in life. Have a great one
-From your Rotary Family

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, JULIAN CHARLES!

On

this

memorable

day

of

your

life,

I

wish

you

achieve

all

the

wonderful things you have longed for in life. Have a great one
-From your Rotary Family

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SEAN DEVAUX!

Working

with

you

has

always

been

such

a

wonderful

and

enjoyable experience. I wish you nothing but a fabulous birthday
celebration today.

-From your Rotary Family

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, MARY LEWIS-DIX!

I wish you a fulfilling life and many more years of joy, happiness,
and success as you spread your knowledge.
-From your Rotary Family
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BUDDIES OF THE MONTH
What is the buddy system? A cooperative arrangement whereby individuals are paired or teamed up and
assume responsibility for one another's instruction, productivity, welfare, or safety. Do you know your
buddy?? See page 30.
N A T O Y A

C A S S I U S

210 POINTS
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UPCOMING EVENTS - 2022
UPCOMING EVENTS - JUNE 2022 ONWARDS
1. Monday May 30, 2022 - Fundraising movie night

2. Thursday June 2, 2022 - Queen's Jubilee Beacon

3. Saturday June 4, 2022 - Tree Planting - Soufriere

4. Tuesday June 7, 2022 - Joint Board Meeting

5. Friday June 10, 2022- Virtual Business meeting and Introduction of incoming board

6. Friday June 17, 2022 - Grande Finale face to face fellowship lunch

7. Thursday June 21, 2022 - Succession planning for interact clubs- PP Leathon Khan

8. Friday June 24, 2022 - NO MEETING - Rotarians are invited to the hand over ceremony

of the Rotary Club of Lamentin (more details to come)

9. END OF ROTARY YEAR

Further details will be provided closer to the event.
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UPCOMING EVENTS - 2022
DISTRICT EVENTS - 2022
Three evenings of Interact Action from 6pm AST - Pre-Conference, Conference and an Awards
Ceremony!
These events are intended simply to bring our Interactors together, to inspire greater involvement in
Interact and Rotary and to showcase their contributions and impact in our District this Rotary Year.
The Awards component will formally recognize and celebrate the accomplishments of our Interactors
through the District Interact Citation challenge - " I am an Interact Changemaker" which was launched
August 2021. All Interact Clubs have the opportunity to achieve a Citation given the various award
categories which includes the District Governor's Citation.
A huge Thank you to all of our Interact Clubs who have submitted their Citation Applications!
This is a Conference led by Interactors and we are very appreciative of the Club Presidents who have
already reached out and volunteered their time. We eagerly look forward to working alongside our
Interact Presidents/Interactors to produce these events.
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ROTARY CLUB OF ST. LUCIA COMMITTEES
LEADERSHIP TEAM
President

Keturah Donai

Vice President

Past President Selma St. Prix, PHF

President Elect

President Elect Gordon Julien

Immediate Past President

Immediate Past President Leathon Khan

Secretary

President Elect Past President Gordon Julien

Treasurer

Julian Charles

Sergeant at Arms

Past President Chester Hinkson, PHF

Club Administration

Past President Selma St. Prix, PHF

Service Projects

Past President Leevie Herelle, PHF

Membership

Director Sheba O’Brien

Rotary Foundation

Director Past Assistant Governor Timothy Moffat, PHF

Youth Services

Spoke Editor Director Natoya Cassius

Spoke Editor

Director Natoya Cassius

Social Media Strategist

Director Roger Hare

Public Image/Relations

Immediate Past President Leathon Khan, PHF

After Meeting Chair

Past President Malcolm

International Service Director

TBD

Caregivers Director

Past Assistant Governor Malcolm Charles, PHF

Vocational

Past President Azmina Long, PHF

Charles, PHF
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ROTARY CLUB OF SAINT LUCIA COMMITTEES
Club Administration Committee
This

Committee

is

Rotary Foundation Committee

responsible

for

all

Foundation

is

the

lifeblood

of

rotary

as

the

operations of the Club including its day-to-day

funds collected through Every Rotarian Every

activities,

Year

club

announcements,

club

assemblies, raffles etc.

(EREY)

go

back

into

funding

our

big

projects as global funds. Part of Foundation
is polio the first disease that began rotary's

Members:

journey. Foundation must be kept alive as it

PP Selma St. Prix, PHF (Chair)

plays a pivotal role in the existence of every

Marcus Joseph

club. You get out of it what you put into it,

Jeremiah Jonas

hence

Riquette Bonne Smith

contribute to EREY.

the

importance

of

ensuring

we

all

Members:
PAG Timothy Moffat, PHF (Chair)
PP Chester Hinkson

Community Services Committee

Rtn. Julian Charles

The Service Projects Committee develops and
implements
vocational

educational,
service

humanitarian,

projects

that

help

and
our

New
Generations/Youth
Committee

community.

Members:
PP Leevie Herelle, PHF (Chair)

This

PP Brad Paul

committee

their
with

professional
their

engage

projects

the

established
promote

Membership Committee

and

Membership Service Committee identifies the
and

recommends

the

development of services to meet those needs.

Members:
Dir. Sheba O'Brien (Chair)
PP Digby Ambris
Rtn. Julie Bonnett
Rtn Everton Sealy

development
as

wider

engender

financing

workshops
professional
facilitating

appropriate.

organizations

and

to

find

youth

conferences,

study

We

also
other

ways

to

development

Historically,

development

assist

and

participation

and

youth

and

community

entrepreneurship.

involved

members

fostering

Early Act Clubs and support their members in

Rtn. Mary Dix

of

on

relationships with the Rotaract, Interact and

Rtn Steve Johnny

needs

focuses

Services

in

this

has

regional
holding

conferences,

exchanges,

and

providing mentorship.

Members:
Dir. Natoya Cassius (Chair)
PP Timothy James, PHF
PP Rudolph Francis
PP Soraya Gustave, PHF
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ROTARY CLUB OF SAINT LUCIA COMMITTEES
International Service Committee

Public Relations Committee

The

The

Club's

seeks

International

to

execute

Service

projects

Committee

that

support

role

committee

of
is

to

club

public

inform

Rotary

projects and activities. This ensures that the

seeking

club's work is known and generates a positive

other

Friendly

collaboration

Clubs

organizations

in

the

execution

of

these

projects.

public

image

motivated

to

whereby
be

club’s

about

and

Rotary

the

public

We

international

promote

the

relations

communities in need throughout Saint Lucia.
engage

and

the

current

active

service

members

and

are

prospective

members are eager to join.

Members:
TBD (Chair)

Members:

PP Konrad Wagner, PHF

IPP Leathon Khan, PHF (Chair)

PAG Malcolm Charles, PHF

Dir. Roger Hare (Social Media Strategist)

Rtn Justice Francis Belle
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Rotary Care Giver and After Meeting
Chair Committee

opportunities and interests
The

main

responsibility

at

present

is

the

'Rotary Caregiver Project' which connects the

Members:

Club

PP Azmina Long, PHF

with

'Shut

In/

disabled

or

incapacitated/elderly Rotarians. A 'Manual of

PDGA Charlie Serieux, PHF

Procedure' to guide Rotarians as to eligibility

PP Joe Simmons, PHF

criteria for the Rotary Care Giver Program.

PP Frank Myers, PHF

Members:
PP PAG Dr Malcolm Charles PHF (Chair)
PP Digby Ambris

Fund Raising Committee

PP Dr Ira Simmons
Rtn Justice Francis Belle

The

main

undertake

purpose

is

to

community

generate
projects

funds
such

to

PAG Konrad Wagner

as

PP Leevie Herelle (Discussion Lead)

feedings of the homeless, supplies to various

IPP Leathon Khan, PHF (ex officio).

homeless shelters, provision of Computers for
schools, and many more

Members:
PP Azmina Long, PHF
PP Gordon Julien
Riquette Bonne Smith
Sean Devaux
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ROTARY CLUB OF SAINT LUCIA MEMBERS
FULL MEMBERSHIP
Adu, Harold

Hare, Roger

Moffat, Timothy

Ambris, Digby

Herelle, Leevie

Myers, Frank

Belle, Francis

Hinkson, Chester

Nunez, Daniel

Bonne-Smith, Riquette

James, Timothy

O'Brien, Sheba

Bonnett, Julie

Johnny, Fitzstephen

Paul, Brad

Cassius, Natoya

Jonas, Jeremiah

Sealy, Everton

Charles, Julian

Joseph, Marcus

Serieux, Charlie

Charles, OBE, JP., Malcolm

Julien, V. Gordon

Simmons, Ira

Charles-Donai, Keturah

Kent, Peter

St.Prix, Selma

Coleby, Angela

Khan, Leathon

Wagner, Konrad

Daniels, Albert

Laurent, Crisy

Warner-Gustave, Soraya

Devaux, Sean

Lewis- Dix, Mary

Francis, Lorenzo

Long, Azmina

BUDDY MEMBERS:JULY 2021-JUNE 2022
What is the buddy system? A cooperative arrangement whereby individuals are paired or teamed
up and assume responsibility for one another's instruction, productivity, welfare, or safety. Know
your buddy today...!

1 Keturah Donai

Everton Sealy

2 Selma St. Prix

Riquette Bonne Smith

3 Gordon Julien

Sean Devaux

4 Tim Moffat

Leevie Herelle

5 Natoya Cassius

Francis Rudolph

6 Sheba O'Brien

Julian Charles

7 Justice Belle

Tim James

8 Azmina Long

Joe Simmons

9 Roger Hare

Steve Johnny

10 Leathon Khan

Konrad Wagner

11 Malcolm Charles

Digby Ambris

12 Chester Hinkson

Soraya Gustave

13 Julie Bonnett

Crisy Laurent

14 Marcus Joseph

Frank Myers

15 Charlie Serieux

Jeremiah Jonas

16 Mary Dix

Brad Paul
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VISION: "Together, we see a world where people unite and take action to create
lasting change - across the globe, in our communities, and in ourselves."

ROTARY THE WORLD OVER!!

WEBSITE- HTTP://ROTARY.LC/
FACEBOOK- ROTARY CLUB OF ST. LUCIA
INSTAGRAM- @ROTARYCLUBOFSTLUCIA
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